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---------------------

A Diagnostic Test 33 

Section 2 Verbal Reasoning 

TIME: 30 MINUTES-20 QUESTIONS 

Questions 1-6 (Sentence Equivalent) 

Directions: For each of the following sentences, select the two answers of the six choices given 
that, when substituted in the sentence,_ bQth logically complete the sentence as a whole and create 
sentences that are equivalent to one another in meaning. 

1. Many of us attempt to rewrite our personal 
stories to present ourselves in the best light; 
indeed, we are almost universally ___ _ 
to do so. 

Gil reluctant 

[ill illuminated 

[Q apt 

[QJ prone 

[ID intimidated 

[£J comprehensive 

2. Far from condemning Warhol for his apparent 
superficiality and commercialism, critics today 
____ him for these very qualities, con
tending that in these superficial, commercial 
artworks he had captured the essence of 
American culture in the 1970s. 

Gil belittle 

[ill chastise 

[Q tolerate 

[QJ extol 

[ID flaunt 

[£J hail 

3. A born trickster, he was as inclined to 
as an embezzler is inclined ----

to fraud. 

Gil bravado 

[ill chicanery 

[9 cowardice 

[QJ candor 

[]] ingenuousness 

[£J artifice 

4. Paradoxically, the very admonitions intended 
to reform the prodigal served only to 
____ his wicked ways. 

Gil turn him from 

[ill confirm him in 

[9 distress him about 

[QJ absolve him of 

[]] reinforce 

[£J transform 
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Text completion questions look like this: 

Her nove~ published to universal (i) , her literary gifts acknowledged 
~~ the chief figures o,f the J:iarlem Renaissance, her reputation as yet 
(11) by envIOUS slIghts, Hurston clearly was at the (iii) 
of her career, ----

Blank (i) Blank (ii) Blank (iii) 

indifference belittled zenith 
derision resented extremity 
acclaim untarnished ebb 

h
Think about t~e structure of the sentence, It begins with three parallel absolute 

p rases, each tellmg about some asp t f H ' I' , , , , 'h ec 0 urstons Iterary pOSItion at a particular 
time m er career All three phr .. , 

I ("H' ases are posltlve m tone. The concluding independ-
ent cause urston clearly was at the of h ") h Id b .. 
as well. er career s ou e posltlve 

Now examine the first blank Wh 'd'd 
L k h . at reaction I people have to Hurston's novel? 

00 at t e part of the sentence w'th bl ks" . 
acknowledged b h h' f fi lout any an : her literary gifts (were) 

y t e c Ie gures of the Harl R'" I d . 
Hurston's gifts th I' I" em enalssance. In acknow e gmg 

, ese lterary ummanes w r .. h I I 
had been published t fa ' e e praIsmg er nove . Her novel clear y 

o great ace 1m (approval). 
Next, study the second blank You kn h . 

Hurston's standing in th I' . I ow t at, at the time this writer is discussing, 
e lterary wor d was high H I I ' h' fts 

were acknowledged (recognized). This th' . er nove was acc aimed; er gl 
thing positive about Hurst R . Ird absolute phrase also must state some-

on. ecast It as a senten . H . ( ) 
____ by envious slights E' r . ceo er reputation was as yet 
would have had a negativ . cr nVIOUS HS Ights (msults or slurs, prompted by jealousy) 

e eaect on urston's . H h 
time under discussion no' reputatIOn. owever, as yet, at t e 

h· h ' negative comments had b 'h d H ' . 
W IC was untarnished(spotl . bl' esmuc e urstons reputation, 

F ess, un emlshed) 
mally, consider the third blank H . 

time under discussion~ It .. h?Whwould you describe Hurston's career at the 
Id . was at Its Ig est point· i I' h 

wou tarnish her reputation d h . n years to come envious s Ig ts 

Hurston was riding high. sh an er nhovels ,:"ould be forgotten, but for the moment 
. e was at t e zenzth (peak) of her career. 

The Sentence Equivalence Question 
To answer this type f 

. h 0 sentence completion . 
Wit a pair of words, both equall fi question correctly, you must come up 
wh I 'f fi . Y t to complete th . o e . ./., you ml to get both am e meanIng of the sentence as a 

wers correct you uet ,J' fi 
' 6' no creatt 'Or the question. 

Sentence Completion Questions 57 

These are the GRE website's directions for these double or nothing sentence 
equivalence questions: 

For the following questions, select the two answer choices that, when used to complete 
the sentence, fit the meaning of the sentence as a whole and produce completed sentences 
that are alike in meaning. 

TACTIC 

D Before You look at the Sentence, look Over the 
Answer Choices to locate Any Obvious Synonyms 

Your task is to find two words that can complete the sentence in thought and 
style, and that can function interchangeably in the context. In other words, you may 
be looking for synonyms; you definitely are looking for words that complete the sen
tence in the same fashion. 

Before you look at the sentence itself, examine the answer choices. See if you can 
spot a pair of synonyms. Then substitute these two words in the sentence. Ifboth make 
logical sense in the context, you may well have found your answer pair. To check your
self, look over the other four choices. Try each of them in the sentence. Satisfy your
self that the synonyms you spotted work better than any of these other words. 

Here are six answer choices to a sentence equivalence question. 

~ extravagant 

lID tawdry 

[g parsimonious 

[Q] optimistic 

[]] profligate 

[I] pedestrian 

Extravagant and profligate are synonyms; both mean spendthrift or wasteful. 
Now here is the sentence. Do the synonyms that you spotted work in this 

context? 

Although the young duke's trustees had tried to teach him fiscal prudence, 
they feared he would never learn to curb his ways. 

Clearly, they do. If the young duke has not learned to be careful about his 
finances, it is understandable that his trustees might worry about his inability to 
curb or restrain his profligate and extravagant ways. 

NOTE: Be very careful when you apply this tactic. The test-makers are very 
aware that some examinees simply scan the answer choices looking for synonyms. 
Therefore, often they will deliberately plant obvious synonym pairs among the 
answer choices. These eye-catchers or dis tractors are there to trick the unwary . 
Because you will recognize these words as synonyms, you may want to select them 
without reading the sentence closely. However, the test-makers are not testing your 
knowledge of vocabulary per se. They are testing your reading comprehension. The 
words you choose do not have to be synonyms. However, they must both make sense 

in the sentence in an equivalent way. 

Every sentence 
equivalence 
question has two 
correct answer 
choices, To get 
credit for the ques
tion, you must get 
both answers right, 
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The mind of a bigot is like the pupil of the eye: the more light you 
pour upon it, the more it will ___ _ 

blink 

veer 

stare 

reflect 

contract 

The image of light unifies this sentence. In choosing an answer, you must com
plete the sentence in such a way as to develop that metaphor fully and accurately. 
Exactly what takes place when you shine a light into someone's eye? The person may 
stare back or blink; you may see the light reflected in the person's eye. But what hap
pens to the pupil of the eye? It neither blinks nor reflects. Instead it shrinks in size: 
it contracts. Likewise, exposed to the light of tolerance, the bigot's mind resists illu
mination, shrinking from light. Contract completes the metaphor; it is the correct answer choice. 

TACTIC 

1m Once You Have Filled In All the Blanks to Your Satisfaction, 
Reread the Completed Passage to Make Sure It Makes Sense 

No matter how confident you are that you have filled in an individual blank cor
rectly, you cannot be sure you have successfully completed the passage until you 
have ~o~firmed. your word choice(s) by rereading the entire text. This is what 
you did l~ ,:orking out the answers to the sample question in Tactic 4. Remember: 
you are aImIng for closure. Do not omit this stage in the procedure. 

Sentence Completion Questions 67 

Practice Exercises 

Sentence Completion Exercise A 
(Sentence Equivalence) 

Directions: For the following questions, select 
the two answer choices that,. when. used to 
complete the sentence, fit the meaning of the 
sentence as a whole and produce completed 
sentences that are .a1ike.· in meaning. 

1. Normally an individual thunderst~rm lasdt~ 
about 45 minutes, but under certaIn con 1-

tions the storm may , becoming 
ever more severe, for as long as four hours. 

~ wane 

[[] moderate 

[9 persist 

[QJ endure 

[K] vacillate 

m disperse 

2. Perhaps because something in us flinstinctively 
distrusts such displays of natural ~ency, .some 
readers approach John Updike's fictIon WIth 

~ wariness 

[[] indifference 

[9 suspicion 

[QJ veneration 

[K] bewilderment 

m remorse 

3. We lost confidence in him becausehhehn~ver 
____ the grandiose promises e a 
made. 

~ forgot about 

[[] reneged on 

[9 carried out 

[Q] tired of 

[]J delivered on 

m retreated from 

4. We were amazed that a man who hadblbeen 
heretofore the most of pu ic 
speakers could, in a single spee:h, electri~ an 
audience and bring them cheenng to theIr 
feet. 

~ prosaic 

[[] enthralling 

[9 accomplished 

[QJ pedestrian 

[K] auspicious 

m iconoclastic 

5. Despite the mixture's nature, ~e h 
found that by lowering the temperature l.n t e 
laboratory we could dramatically reduce Its 
tendency to vaporize. 

~ resilient 

[[] homogeneous 

[9 volatile 

[QJ insipid 

[K] acerbic 

m unstable 

6. In a revolutionary development in tdechndolobgyl ' 
some manufacturers now make bio egra a e 
forms of plastic; some plastic trash bags, for 
example, gradually when exposed 
to sunlight. 

~ harden 

[[] stagnate 

[9 inflate 

[QJ propagate 

[K] decompose 

m disintegrate 
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7. Aimed at curbing European attempts to seize 
territory in the Americas, the Monroe 
Doctrine was a warning to ___ _ 
foreign powers. 

W pertinacious 

[]] cautionary 

[9 credulous 

[QJ rapacious 

00 predatory 

[I] remote 

8. Few other plants can grow beneath the canopy 
of the sycamore tree, whose leaves and pods 
produce a natural herbicide that leaches into 
the surrounding soil, other plants 
that might compete for water and nutrients. 

W inhibiting 

[]] distinguishing 

[9 nourishing 

[QJ suppressing 

00 harvesting 

[I] fertilizing 

9. The child was so spoiled by her indulgent 
parents that she pouted and became 
when she did not receive all of their -at-te-n-ti-on. 

W discreet 

[]] suspicious 

[9 elated 

[QJ sullen 

00 tranquil 

[I] grumpy 

10. The reasoning in this editorial is so 
that ,!"e cannot see how anyone can -b-e --
deceIved by it. 

W unsound 

rID coherent 

[g astute 

[Q] dispassionate 

00 scrupulous 

I!J specious 

11. Because Inspector Morse could not contain 
his scorn for the police commissioner, he was 
imprudent enough to make remarks 
about his superior officer. 

Wambiguous 

[]] impartial 

[9 unfathomable 

[QJ contemptuous 

[[] scathing 

[I] pertinent 

12. Though he was theoretically a friend of labor, 
his voting record in Congress that 
impression. 

o implied 

[]] confirmed 

[9 created 

[Q] belied 

[[] tallied 

[I] contradicted 

13. Modern architecture has discarded ----
trimming on buildings and has concentrated 
on an almost Greek simplicity of line. 

o flamboyant 

[]] ornate 

[9 austere 

[Q] inconspicuous 

LID aesthetic 

IIJ derivative 

14. ~he young clerk was quickly promoted when 
hIS employers saw how he was. 

o indigent 

[]] assiduous 

[9 autocratic 

[Q] industrious 

[[] intractable 

IIJ self-serving 

15. Because it arrives so early in the season, before 
many other birds, the robin has been called 
the of spring. 

~ prototype 

[]] hostage 

[Q harbinger 

[QJ herald 

[ill progeny 

[IJ newcomer 

Sentence Completion Exercise B 
(Sentence Equivalence) 

;Dire&itort$~For.e;foliowingq.~~.~~':Zi\i 
the two answer choices that, when .~·t(f· .•.... 

.·rompl(te·the·sentel)«,Jit.~e~.~.~~~~·. 
senten~ as a whQle aa~ pr(xl\,J~~.;cf.l~R~~t;G~.:. 
sentences that are alike in. meani.q~:'f:;}:') .. 

1. Truculent in defending their individual rights 
of sovereignty under the Articles of 
Confederation, the newly formed states 
___ constantly. 

~ digressed 

I]J conferred 

[g bickered 

[QJ dismembered 

[]J rebuffed 

[IJ squabbled 

2. In Anglo Saxon times, the monastic scribes 
made distinction between Latin 
texts and texts in the vernacular by assigning 
the former an Anglo-Caroline script and 
reserving the pointed insular script for texts in 
Old English. 

~ a nice 

I]J a subtle 

[g a pointless 

[QJ an obvious 

[]J an unconventional 

W a judgmental 

Sentence Completion Questions 69 

3. Written in an amiable style, the book provides 
a comprehensive overview of European wines 
that should prove to both the vir
tual novice and the experienced connoisseur. 

~ inviting 

[]] tedious 

[g engaging 

[QJ inspirational 

[ill perplexing 

[IJ opaque 

4. Shy and hypochondriacal, Madison was 
uncomfortable at public gatherings; his char-
acter made him a most orator and 
practicing politician. 

~ conscientious 

[]] unlikely 

[Q fervent 

[QJ gregarious 

[ill improbable 

[IJ effective 

5. Alec Guinness has few equals among English
speaking actors, and in his autobiography he 
reveals himself to possess an uncommonly 
____ prose style as well. 

~ ambivalent 

[]] infamous 

[Q felicitous 

[QJ happy 

[ill redundant 

[IJ ephemeral 
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6. Because Pauling stubbornly continued to 
believe in the power of Vitamin C to cure 
cancer despite much evidence to the contrary, 
his colleagues felt he had lost his scientific 

[K] tenacity 

[[] inventiveness 

[9 contrariness 

[QJ impartiality 

[[] hypothesis 

[I] objectivity 

7. The distinctive qualities of Mrican music 
were not appreciated or even by 
Westerners until fairly recently. 

[K] deprecated 

[[] discerned 

[9 ignored 

[QJ revered 

[[] remarked on 

[I] neglected 

8. Bored by the verbose and rambling prose of 
the typical Victorian novelist, the student 
welcomed the change to the prose 
of Ernest Hemingway. 

[K] consistent 

[[] terse 

[9 florid 

[Q] equivocal 

[]] pithy 

[I] discursive 

9. She is a pragmatist, as to base h 
fUt . er 

ur~ on Impractical dreams as she would be 
to budd a castle on shifting sand. 

~ determined 

00 disinclined 
[9 loath 

[Q] quick 

[ID diligent 

I!l foolhardy 

10. Although eighteenth-century English society 
as a whole did not encourage learning for its 
own sake in women, it illogically ___ _ 
women's sad lack of education. 

[K] decried 

[[] postulated 

[9 criticized 

[QJ tolerated 

[]J vaunted 

W legitimized 

11. Unlike the gregarious Capote, who was never 
happier than when he was in the center of a 
crowd of celebrities, Faulkner, in later years, 
grew somewhat and shunned com-
pany. 

~ dispassionate 

lID infamous 

[9 reclusive 

[QJ ambivalent 

[]J withdrawn 

W notorious 

12. Studded starfish are well protected from most 
predators and parasites by surface 
whose studs are actually modified spines. 

~ a vulnerable 

lID an armored 

[9 an obtuse 

lQ] a brittle 

[]J a concave 

W a rugged 

13. Traffic speed limits are set at a level that 
achieves some balance between the desire of 
most people to travel as quickly as possible 
and the danger of d 

~ inordinate 

- ___ spee. 

lID marginal 

[9 inadvertent 

[QJ inadequate 

[]] regulated 

rn excessive 

14. Baldwin's brilliant The Fire Next Time is both 
so eloquent in its passion and so penetrating 
in its candor that it is bound to 

any reader. 

[K] embarrass 

lliJ disgust 

[Q disquiet 

[QJ unsettle 

[]] disappoint 

[I] bore 

----

Sentence Completion Questions 71 

15. Glendon provides a dark underside to 

Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis that 
saw rugged individualism as the essence of 
American society-an individualism that 
Glendon sees as atomism. 

[K] antithetical toward 

lliJ skeptical of 

[Q degenerating into 

[QJ aspiring to 

[]] regressing to 

[I] revi talized by 

Sentence Completion Exercise C (Text Completion) 

Dirt'cti(lnr.~Fo~~ ;rLJlt(:)wihgqucsrlonS'select-"~e~ for each blank 'ftbm tile ¢orre-

spondiug ~~~'~t:~h9i~e~Pilf.tIib~)~~~:~Y'tha~~st.COtl)pl~ "~"t~t. 

1. Unlike other examples of verse, Milton's Lycidas does more than merely 
mourn the death of Edward King; it also denounces corruption in the church in 
which King was ordained. 

® satiric 

® elegiac 

© free 

@ didactic 

® pedestrian 

2. Just as disloyalty is the mark of the renegade, (i) ____ is the mark of the 
(ii) __ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® avance @ craven 

® cowardice ® laggard 

© vanity ® misanthrope 
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3. Because she had a reputation for (i) ____ , we were surprised and pleased when 
she greeted us so (ii), ___ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® gracIOusness @ affably 

® credulity ® disdainfully 

© petulance ® irascibly 

4. Despite an affected (i) that convinced casual observers that he was 
(ii) . about his painting and cared only for frivolity, Warhol cared deeply 
about hIS art and labored at it (iii) . 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) Blank (iii) 
® fervor @ indifferent @ ambivalently 
® gloom ® passionate ® diligently 
© nonchalance ® systematic <!) intermittently 

5. Altho~gh a few years ago the fundamental facts about the Milky Way seemed fairly 
well (I) , now even its mass and its radius have come into (ii) ___ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® diminished @ disrepute 
® established ® prominence 
© disparaged ® question 

6. One of the most (i) d. 
. e ucators In New York Dr. Shalala (ii) :fc(~~)troversy In 19~4 by calling the city public school: a "rotten barrel-"-in-n-ee-d-

- ___ rerorm. 

Blank (i) 

® indifferent 

® outspoken 

© eclectic 

Blank (ii) 

@ diverted 

® ignited 

® defused 

Blank (iii) 

@ partial 

® superficial 

<!) systemic 

Sentence Completion Questions 73 

7. The newest fiber-optic cables that carry telephone calls cross-country are made 
of glass so that a piece 100 miles thick is clearer than a standard 
windowpane. 

® fragile 

® immaculate 

© iridescent 

@ tangible 

® transparent 

8. The texts as we have them were written down and edited carefully by Christians 
proud of their ancestors but unable to bear the thought of their indulging in hea
then practices; thus, all references to the ancient religion of the Celts were 
(i) , if not (ii) ___ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® aggrieved @ nomc 

® detailed ® overawed 

© muddied ® suppressed 

9. To alleviate the problem of contaminated chicken, the study panel recommends 
that the federal government shift its inspection emphasis from cursory bird-by-bird 
check to a more random sampling for bacterial and chemical 
contamination. 

® discreet 

® perfuncrory 

© rIgorous 

@ solicirous 

® symbolic 
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10. The orator was so (i) ____ that the audience soon became (ii) ___ _ 
14. Mencken's readers enjoyed his (i) ____ wit, but his victims often (ii) ___ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) at the broad, yet pointed satire. 

® bombastic @ drowsy Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® inaudible ® irresolute ® cutting @ connived 

© soporific ® moribund ® kindly ® smiled 

© subtle ® winced 

11. Her true feelings (i) ____ themselves in her sarcastic asides; only then was her 
(ii) revealed. 

15. After having worked in the soup kitchen feeding the homeless, the volunteer began 

Blank (i) 

® anticipated 

® concealed 

Blank (ii) 

@ anxiety 

® bitterness 

to see her own good fortune as (i) and her difference from the destitute 
as chance rather than (ii) ___ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

© manifested ® charm ® a fluke @ destiny 

® an omen ® resolution 

12. The sugar dissolved in water (i) fi all al 
(ii)' ; n y I that remained was an almost 
---- resIdue on the bottom of the glass. 

© a reward ® tradition 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) Sentence Completion Exercise 0 (Text Completion) 
® gradually @ fragrant 
® quickly ® imperceptible 
© subsequently ® problematic 

1. Chaotic in conception but not in ____ , Kelly's canvases are as neat as the 

13. After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on D 
Americans were (i) fb . . ecember 7, 1941, Japanese-
dence to (ii) h' 0 e~ng spIes for Japan, although there was no evi-

--__ t IS accusatIon. 

proverbial pin. 

® conceit 

Blank (i) 
Blank (ii) ® execution 

® acquitted @ back up 
© intent 

® reminded ® carry out 
@ 

.. 
ongm 

© suspected ® shrug off 
® theory 

2. During the middle of the eighteenth century, the (i) ____ style in furniture 
and architecture, marked by elaborate scrollwork and (ii) decoration, 
flourished. 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® abstract @ austere 

® medieval ® excessive 

© rococo ® functional 
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I 
J 

3. Tocqueville decided to swear the oath of loyalty to the new Orleanist king in 
part (i) (he wanted to keep his position as magistrate), and in part 
(ii) (he was convinced that the democratization of politics represented 
by the new regime was inevitable). 

Blank (i) 

® opportunistically 

® selflessly 

© theoretically 

Blank (ii) 

@ altruistically 

® irresolutely 

® pragmatically 

7. Measurement is, like any other human endeavor, a complex activity, subject to 
(i) , not always used properly, and frequently misinterpreted and 
(ii) __ _ 

Blank (i) 

® correlation 

® error 

© legislation 

Blank (ii) 

@ analyzed 

® incorporated 

® misunderstood 

4. In seeki~g to re~scover lora Neale Hurston, it is intriguing to look at the figure 
she cut I~ ~e mmds of her contemporaries, the high regard she (i) ___ _ 
before shIftmg aesthetic values (ii) her to curio status. 

8. Just as insincerity is the mark of the (i) , boastfulness is the mark of 
the (ii) ___ _ 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) ® zealot @ glutton 

® deplored @ elevated ® skeptic ® autocrat 

® enjoyed ® relegated 
© hypocrite ® braggart 

© offered ® suspended 
9. For Mira, art became (i) ritual; paper and pencils were holy objects 

5. The tapeworm is an example of (i) organism, one that lives within 
or on another creature, (ii) ---- all 

---- some .or of its nutrients from its host. 

to him, and he worked as though he were (ii) a religious rite. 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

Blank (i) 
Blank (ii) ® a cryptic @ absolving 

® an autonomous 

® a hospitable 

© a parasitic 

@ converting 

® deriving 

® sublimating 

® an eclectic 

© a sacred 

® performing 

® protracting 

10. If the Titanic had hit the iceberg head on, its watertight compartments might have 

6. Ms. Sutcliffe's helpful notes on her latest . d' . 
warnings to consumers ab (") WIn~ IScovenes and her no-nonsense 
the numbing array of win~u~f ~urgundy. WInes provide (ii) guide to 

saved it from (i) , but the great liner swerved to (ii) the iceberg, 
and in the collision so many compartments were opened to the sea that disaster 
was (iii) ___ _ 

Blank (i) 

® overpriced 

@ superior 

© VIntage 

Blank (ii) 

@ an inadequate 

® a Spotty 

® a trusty 

Blank (i) 

® adversity 

® denouement 

© foundering 

Blank (ii) Blank (iii) 

@ avoid 

® contract 

® mollify 

@ averted 

<ED inevitable 

CD limited 
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11. We have become so democratic in our habits of thought that we are convinced that 15. Faced with these massive changes, the government keeps its own counsel; although 

truth is (i) through a (ii) of facts. generally benevolent, it has always been regIme. 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 
@ an altruistic 

® assimilated @ hierarchy 
® an indifferent 

® determined ® plebiscite © a reticent 

© exculpated ® transcendence @ a sangume 

12. The first forty years of life give us the text; the next thirty supply the ___ _ 
® an unpredictable 

® abridgment 

® bibliography 

© commentary 

@ epitaph 

® title 

13. ~he leader of the group is the passionately committed Crimond, whose 
(I~ politics is (ii) proportional to his disciples' lapsed political 
fruth. 

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® engagement in @ critically 
@ indifference to ® inversely 

© retreat from ® marginally 

14. Although the economy suffers (i) , it also has strong (ii) and 
self-correcting tendencies. .--------

Blank (i) Blank (ii) 

® contradictions @ recidivist 
@ digressions ® recuperative 
© downturns ® unstable 
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